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Obama's job approval rating is below 50%, a plurality of Americans view the Democrat party in a negative light
and 55% of people believe the country is headed on the wrong track.

Have I been telling you that this Copenhagen debacle was all about destroying Capitalism?  Watch this video. 

Republicans want to remind Barack Obama that he can't do anything about climate change without
Congressional approval.

As Obama, Harry and Nancy take their party down an unpopular path, other Democrats aren't willing to stick
around for the joy ride.

Climategate just got a little juicier now that the Russians have confirmed that the UK scientists tampered with
Russian meteorological-station data.

Coming soon to the United States .. The European Union's flagship cap-and-trade carbon credit trading system
is plagued by massive fraud and is effectively under the control of organized crime.

I hope our politicians heading over to Copenhagen rack up huge carbon footprints in the process.

Congressional travel is nothing new, but it is still expensive .. and paid for by your tax dollars.

Do we essentially have a tax hike commission being set up in Congress?

According to a campaign historian, Ronald Reagan was one of the four greatest presidents of all time.

The Clean Water Act is being rewritten to give the EPA the power to regulate every body of water from the
Mississippi River to a rain-flooded field.

Our home state of Georgia has to use $70 million in federal loans in order to pay benefits to more than 260,000
unemployed state workers.

A new study found that women wrinkle more easily as compared to men.

And now for a state-by-state list, from happiest to least cheery.
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